SEARCHES FOR
EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP

**Subject Guide Search**

1. Atomic theory
2. Nuclear power
3. Industrial revolution
4. Origin of Species
5. Age of Imperialism (automatically does a Keyword Search)
6. Holocaust (shows good subject guide list with “see” and “see also” references)

**Relevance Search**

1. human resistance and disease
2. gene mutations

1. new age movement (search in Entire Article Content) Note: first article 100% relevance

**Keyword Search**

1. ecosystems
2. sedimentology
3. germ theory

**Advanced Search**

1. Su recovered memor* -- searches for articles indexed under subjects in which recovered and words that begin with “memor” (memory, memories, etc.) occur. Limit Search by checking Refereed Journals and full text articles.

2. Ti book w1 reviews and au bouchard Searches for articles in which book is immediately followed by reviews in the title (actually the annotation) and the author of which is named Bouchard (alone or as part of a hyphenated name). The proximity operator w1 indicates the direction (forward) and the number of words apart (one, meaning no intervening words).